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The world populations would be shaking with absolute terror if they knew how close 

they are to losing everything they hold dear to their hearts. Infiltrated cronies who 

have been secretly pushing toward a one world government for many decades have 

waited patiently for their cue to bolt onto the world stage and show arm muscle. The

phony pandemic was act one with which the global elites were able to openly 

introduce their global goals. Act two, the Russian-Ukrainian drama, will soon reveal 

the true strength behind those bulging biceps.

You may ask, how advanced is globalization? Dear readers, it is done! Out of 195 

countries in the world, 193 of them are members of the United Nations’ Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) and participators under Agenda 2030. This is the 

final great reset of all nations under one global authority, and all previous 

governments of the world will be dismantled and no longer exist by the year 2030. 

Do I have your attention?

Sustainable development, if it was listed in an honest dictionary, would be defined 

as “infiltrated communism.” It was introduced by communist sympathizers as a 

means to “save the environment,” but that was just a front, along with climate 

change, to fast-track the global agenda and persuade the nations to hop on board. 

Behind SDGs are the tools with which to effectively infiltrate new communism into 

the heart of every nation. Under this new reign of dictatorship, old communism will 

pale in comparison.

Introduced by collectivist partisan Gro Brundtland in 1987, sustainable development 

is a strategy of mass deception, fully supported and promoted by the United 

Nations. Brundtland, at that time, was vice president for Socialist International and 

had also been director for the World Health Organization. Ironically, the Iron Curtain

toppled just a few years after she launched sustainable development, which opened 

the door for spread and acceptance of the new communist action plan (sustainable 

development) worldwide.

Today, sustainable development is implemented into all government entities, 

political policies, universities, corporations and businesses. Through the 

sustainability facade, all land, water, minerals, plants, animals, construction, 

production, information, energy, and even humans will be itemized, rationed and
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 controlled. Anything deemed unsustainable will be excluded and removed from 

society (the term “unessential” that was used during the lockdowns to eliminate 

certain businesses was birthed from sustainable development philosophy).

Unsustainability under the new world government will include the middle-class 

lifestyle (thus why America’s standard of living is being ripped to shreds), liberty, 

ownership of homes, businesses and vehicles, air conditioners, appliances, private 

farming, rural living, eating red meat, and over-population. The SDGs will change 

every facet of our lives as food, energy, housing, transportation, education, 

technology and humanity is revolutionized.

Out of their own mouths the globalists themselves inform us that the laws and 

values of western society will not exist under the global new government. This 

means that sustainable development caters specifically to the communist ideology.

The United Nations, since its inception in 1945, has been the gateway for the new 

world order. Clark Eichelberger, who was the executive director of the United Nations

up to 1964, and then vice president of the United Nations Association of the USA, 

wrote a journal piece in 1949, clearly divulging the UN’s (and the US’s) intentions 

for one-world solidarity. He lets us know that a world government will evolve 

through the United Nations—and how right he was! The UN is currently the head 

organizers for Agenda 2030’s new world order.

An excerpt from Eichelberger’s article states the following:

The answer to the subject of “World Government via United Nations” can, according 

to my point of view, be given easily. World Government has evolved and will evolve 

through the United Nations as the people are willing for it to evolve. The process 

has already begun.

The United States leaders have been undermining the American people and their 

freedoms for a long time. Senior President George Bush spoke often about the 

formation of a one world government. On September 11, 1991, right after the 

Persian Gulf “crisis,” Bush gave an interesting speech and said the following to the 

sleeping American people:

“Out of these troubled times, our fifth objective—a new world order—can 

emerge: A new era—freer from the threat of terror, stronger in the pursuit of 

justice and more secure in the quest for peace. An era in which the nations of the 

world, east and west, north and south, can prosper and live in harmony.”



Coincidentally, ten years later on that same day and month (9-11), under his son’s 

presidency, the World Trade Center was attacked and brought down, killing almost 

3000 people. That “crisis” opened the door for the new war on terror policy, which 

provided excuse for the US government to undermine American freedoms and 

militarily invade other countries. Soon afterward the US initiated an invasion of 

Afghanistan, and NATO went after the Taliban, which harbored the big scary al-

Qaeda terrorists. 45 days after 9-11, the Patriot Act passed which paved the way for

the new world order agenda, allowing unchecked surveillance on Americans. For the 

first time in history, American citizens were observed as terrorist suspects.

Terrorism was another boogeyman scare tactic with which the US was able to create

constant fear and justify any new draconian laws or wars which the government felt 

like imposing. Funny, though, how quickly the terrorist threat disappeared from the 

news media after Covid-19 came into play. Maybe the terrorists are playing golf with

the pandemic pushers who also vanished from headlines after the Russian bear 

stood up on its hind feet.

The UN’s website blatantly lets the world know that Sustainable Development Goals 

(the new world order) will be in place by 2030. We can read this on their website:

Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development…with a 

deadline of 2030 to build foundations for a thriving, peaceful, sustainable planet.

Of course, a global government can never be thriving and peaceful, not when 

citizens have no say in the government rules imposed on them.

A 2030 deadline would not be possible if globalists were not confident the new world

order was ready to commence. The UN’s website catalogues all 193 nations as 

members of the SDGs and Agenda 2030. The United States, China, Russia and 

Ukraine are on the list, meaning that they are all working together to form a new 

world order.

Now think about that; why would any communist nation who has never been willing 

to allow democracy, faith, or freedom inside their borders, and persecutes those 

who do, suddenly want to mesh with the free nations who undermine their stringent

principles? How do you globalize nations who are free with those nations who rule 

with tyranny? How does that work? How can it work? And why would Russia’s Putin, 

who is a member of the UN’s sustainable development, and whose aspirations have 



always been to spread communism throughout the world, start a war with Ukraine’s 

Zelenskyy, another fellow globalist, and undermine those same desired goals?

I can tell you from my own experience in growing up in the Soviet Union that it an 

impossibility to globalize nations when half of them adhere to democracy. 

Collectivist leaders embrace an ideology of occultism and atheism, meaning they will

never compromise or surrender those beliefs any more than a dedicated Christian 

will deny Christ. They always have and always will do whatever it takes to 

communize the free countries around them, even if it means becoming chameleons 

to do so.

The upcoming global order will have to eliminate one side or the other in order to 

accomplish such a feat. And trust me, they already have. They know a democratic 

society would never surrender to a one world dictatorship because it violates 

everything they believe and stand for.

Do you see the manipulative twist with which sustainable development is used to 

fool the free nations and push communism into the forefront as an acceptable 

governance for the world? They want us to forget history altogether, erase the 

memory of millions who were murdered and impoverished under communist 

leadership, and foolishly take on the silly notion that a global authoritarian regime 

will heroically “keep peace” and “save the planet.”

This new world order will not be like China’s current communism, or like the 

previous USSR’s communism. A one world government will be more malicious in 

nature than ever before witnessed because the control of humanity is absolute— 

and this is why the powers that be throughout history have strived for globalism.

This new regime will show no mercy. Human value will have no place at their table. 

They will utilize advanced technology and bioweaponry to genetically rewire the DNA

of the entire human race. And this is no science fiction fantasy on my part. They 

plan to do this, per their own words. They have the capabilities through years of 

advanced bioweaponry research to implement methods (mostly via vaccinations) 

with which to employ kill switches, eliminate whole races, and alter sexual identity, 

thoughts, and physical appearances of humans. One collective mindset will replace 

all independent thinking.



It is no mere coincidence that the makers of Covid-19’s mRNA gene-altering 

vaccines, Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca, and Johnson & Johnson, are official partners

of the infamous World Economic Forum (WEF). Founder, Klaus Schwab, blatantly 

endorses genetically engineering all of humanity. His books, The Fourth Industrial 

Revolution and Shaping the Future of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, describe their

determination to fashion a new form of human species.

In a 2015 video interview, news journalist Charlie Rose questioned Klaus Schwab on

gene editing. Rose states the following:

“Gene editing is opening a whole new horizon for medical science.”

Schwab replies:

“The 4th Industrial Revolution doesn’t change what you are doing—it changes you,

and if you take genetic editing as an example, it is you who has changed, of 

course, and that has a big impact on your identity.”

Rose comments back:

“Some people worry that you are changing what it means to be human.”

Schwab answers:

“That is the problem…the new industrial revolution raises many questions on 

ethical and even legal implications…”

Schwab admits in this interview that biological warfare against humanity is a plan 

for the future. His Fourth Industrial Revolution involves the complete transformation 

of all human beings by fusing together the physical, digital, and biological elements.

Through the implementation of the fake pandemic, Schwab’s coldblooded designs 

became a reality. Billions of people caved in to the fear propaganda fed them on the 

news, and without researching the experimental mRNA vaccines, gambled with their

lives and allowed madmen in power to hijack the one beautiful thing that makes 

them unique and human—their DNA. The weaponized vaccines jumpstarted the 

global agenda’s sick quest to change what it means to be human, and that 

manmade material that has been fused into the nucleus of their cells (and it 

certainly has because that is what mRNA technology does) is irreversible. Only time 

will tell what the final effects will be, and those that continue to vaccinate over and 

over again will most certainly lose their identities and become the transhumanists of

the future.



I do find it alarming that only the free peoples and militaries of the western nations 

received the experimental gene-altering mRNA vaccinations. Russia and China did 

not use the mRNA technology on their military and citizens.

Schwab’s lackey, Professor Yuval Harari, who is a historian and prominent speaker 

for the World Economic Forum, backs up Schwab’s death-throes for humankind. 

Some of his quotes seem as though they would come straight out of a horror movie.

Note how he refers to the globalists as the “elite” and elevates them over the 

citizens of the world:

“By hacking organisms, elites may gain the power to reengineer the future of life 

itself. Because once you can hack something you can usually also engineer it.”

In the next quotation Harari inadvertently categorizes the World Economic Forum as 

tyrants, which proves my points in this article:

“Now in the past many tyrants and governments wanted to do it but nobody 

understood biology well enough and nobody had enough computing power and data 

to hack millions of people. Neither the gestapo nor the KGB could do it, but soon, at 

least some corporations and governments will be able to systematically hack all the 

people.”

He reveals how the global government longs to remove God from creation and 

interchange themselves as “god” over the human race:

“Science is replacing evolution by natural selection with evolution by intelligent 

design. Not the intelligent design of some God above the clouds. Not 

evolution by natural selection but evolution by intelligent design.”

Harari shoves his foot in his mouth with his next statement:

“Humans are now hackable animals…so, whatever I choose in the election…free

will, that’s over.”

This guy is unable to keep his dark emotions in check, and whistles dixie while 

confessing that he wants to eliminate the thinking “animals” of the world, steal their

free will, and genetically destroy their humanness.

We should not be surprised to find out that the mRNA Covid-19 vaccine companies 

are partnered with the human-hating World Economic Forum. Johnson & Johnson 



had no regard for human life when they were caught illegally marketing the 

antipsychotic medication, Risperdal, to children and the elderly.

GlaxoSmithKline was messed up in the largest healthcare fraud in US history and 

ordered to pay $3 billion dollars in restitutions after promoting unsafe 

antidepressants to children. Pfizer agreed to pay out over $60 million dollars to 

settle charges by the Department of Justice for bribing foreign officials to expedite 

drug approvals, which led to increased sales in eight countries, including Russia and 

China.

It goes on. Veterans sued AstraZeneca, Pfizer, Roche and Johnson & Johnson, 

alleging the pharmaceutical giants paid bribes to terrorists in order to acquire 

profitable contracts. Moderna’s top executives were brought under scrutiny by an 

anti-corruption watchdog group for stock market manipulation.

The Bill Gates Foundation and the World Health Organization, both known 

proponents of depopulation, were found hiding hormones in the tetanus shots they 

were administering in Africa and the Philippines in the 1990’s, which caused 

numerous miscarriages. On top of that, their DTP vaccine killed more children in 

Africa than the diseases they were targeting.

Why would anyone trust these vaccine conglomerates when their actions prove they 

are motivated by money, power and a desire to slay our children? A whopping 

128,000 people a year die from prescription drugs made by these companies. We 

should not be naïve to the fact that these people in power who want us all 

vaccinated view us as unsustainable animals.

The Sunday Times wrote an article on May 24, 2009, titled, “Billionaire Club in Bid 

to Curb Overpopulation.” It revealed that America’s richest people met to discuss 

ways of tackling a disastrous environmental, social and industrial threat. What is 

that threat? Us. We are the threat!

The article stated the following:

Some of America’s leading billionaires have met secretly to consider how 

their wealth could be used to slow the growth of the world’s population and

speed up improvements in health and education.

Vaccines are far from over because the globalists have not yet managed to complete

the process of robotizing us. Created pandemics will be part of the global future and



those who are allowed to remain living will be transformed into obedient hybrids 

through massive gene-editing strategies and other invasive technologies. Do not be 

fooled, this great reset carries a lot of dark spiritual implications behind its agenda.

Already the news is starting to swerve back to the pandemic to ready the 

populations for more vaccine mandates. Yahoo news just put out an article entitled, 

“Fresh Covid Wave Expected to Hit the US as Omicron Subvariant and Patchy 

Vaccination Rates Drive Surge in Europe.” The Washington Post published this the 

same day: “A Covid Surge in Western Europe has US Bracing for Another Wave.”

What most people do not realize is that the marionettes for the global elite have no 

allegiance to the countries they have been assigned to rule over. Their goals and 

dedications are spurned by godless creeds to dominate all nations under one 

government and to assume absolute power over all of humanity. They have no 

interest in retaining the history or laws of the nations they reside over, or pacifying 

the people they rule. They are bound to a dogma which supersedes wealth and self-

satisfaction. Everything they do is to further total dominion and control over 

humanity—in every aspect imaginable—and this involves restructuring the world 

under one utopian hellhole.

Most Americans want to believe that their votes count, and that the liberal and 

conservative candidates campaigning for president might bring forth some sort of 

protection for American values and freedom, but this is a mirage because the US is 

already listed as a member of sustainable development. Biden’s Build Back 

Better strategy is adopted by the United Nations and entwined with SDGs. Both 

Trump and Biden (along with Clinton and Obama during their presidencies) signed 

agreements which fortified Agenda 2030.

Biden’s strategies to destabilize the US and pave the way for Agenda 2030 is evident

in his actions. Last year he shut down the US pipeline, undermining the US from 

becoming self-sufficient on energy. His actions ensured America remained 

dependent on Russia. And herein lies the kicker, by buying oil and gas from Russia, 

Biden funded Russia’s war with the Ukraine, which in turn allowed the US to become

further weakened after he cut off that same oil supply with Russia. And with Saudi 

Arabia now considering accepting the Chinese yuan for some of its oil sales, and 

shifting away from the US petrodollar toward Asia, America drops down another 

status notch on its belt.



Everything Biden does is to further the SDGs. Once the new global order finalizes 

their hold on the world, only sustainable energy sources will remain intact. Coal, 

gas, oil and nuclear energy will eventually be phased out, and planned energy 

“crises” will be utilized to make sure that happens.

The open invasion of Ukraine by boogeyman Putin is a stout statement by the global

order of a geo-political shift and power change over the West. The world is now clay 

in the hands of the elite. The more they squeeze, the more drastic the changes.

When the Ukraine mess started, the controlled media abruptly stopped hounding the

masses about the Covid-19 pandemic. The newly created “crisis” was meant to 

become the new focus for the global agenda. The scary war replaced the scary virus

and the elite players of the Covid-19 fiction drama gave a bow, and the curtain went

down (for a season). But as soon as the curtain of make-believe dropped on the 

pandemic, it shot right back up and string-puppets Biden, Putin and Zelenskyy 

stepped on stage, waltzing before the world, tossed about by the secret magicians 

who are the key players in organizing the new world order.

Russia’s sudden dance with Ukraine makes sense, especially with the knowledge of 

what transpired last October 13th, 2021, when Russia signed a pact with the World 

Economic Forum to open the first Fourth Industrial Revolution Center in Moscow. 

This center is all about kickstarting artificial intelligence and packaging 

transhumanism globally. I am not surprised to see this center open in Russia. Ex-

KGB man Putin is a chameleon. He does not value human life, making Moscow a 

wise choice for the obliteration of human souls.

Putin’s goals are not to realign Ukraine under Russian possession, but to line up with

what Russia’s dreams have always been, and that is to communize the world under 

one dictatorial canopy. Everything Putin is doing now is being pedaled to demonize 

perception of democracy. Putin did not go off his meds and become a crazy lunatic 

as the media is portraying—his bully-dances are scripted (albeit a real act of war 

against humanity).

This Ukrainian invasion by Russia is simply the tail of the orchestrated Covid-19 

pandemic dragon, which right off the bat (no pun intended) was meant to strip the 

western nations down to the bone and hang them from their necks.



Ukraine’s top diplomat, Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba, another stringed-actor, is 

adding more propaganda to the mix.  He provides a scripted warning to the United 

Nations that a large-scale war with Russia would be the “end of the world order as 

we know it.”

He goes on to spew, “If Russia does not get a severe, swift and decisive response 

now, this will mean a total bankruptcy of the international security system 

and international institutions which are tasked with maintaining the global 

security order.”

Darn right, the war could disrupt the world’s monetary system and usher in a 

cashless society—just what the elite have been wanting in order to reset the world. 

And out of the chaos collectivism will take center stage and bring order to the 

nations, becoming the global savior for the world.

This information should be received like a punch in the face, and hard, because this 

means, without question or doubt, that the one-world governing system is already 

knocking at our doors. If the citizens of the world do not aggressively stand against 

this worldwide coup, we will all become unsustainable beings, and lose our rights to 

dream, set goals, buy homes, own businesses, eat red meat, drive cars, travel, and 

even worse, we will be denied the right to be human.
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